Introduction
The X-33 flight vehicle is being developed by a team consisting of Lockheed Martin, NASA, BF A schematic of the HTT facility is shown in Figure 1 . rectangularwith a half-wedgeleadingedgeanda 42" x 60" x 10" cavity to accommodate the test model andinstrumentation. Oneinch thick ceramicglassrocktiles arebondedto the sled surface to serveasa thermalbarrierandblank off unusedareasof the sledcavity.
To accommodatethe objectiveof measuringmassflow past the sealson the TPS test article, a plenumbox was suppliedby BFG for the test. The plenum is a large,mild steelbox which fits inside the sled cavity andis attachedwith bolts aroundthe perimeter. The plenum contains an exit port on its aft endwhich connectsto a massflow meterthatis locatedin the aft cavity of the sled.
Results
The first segment of the test has been completed and included eight radiant heat exposure cycles in which the surface temperature was 1000 F or above and five aerothermal runs which included a radiant pre-heat. All of these runs were made with the nominal model. 
Radiant Heat Data
The array of radiant heat lamps positioned above the panel holder in the retracted position provides the capability to pre-heat the test article and reduce the thermal shock as the model is inserted into the Mach 7 flow. This capability also provides the opportunity to obtain temperature and strain measurements during radiant heat only environments which shall be used to correlate thermal math models and structural deflection models. The final paper shall includes samples of these data and comparisons with predictions.
Aerothermal Data The heat transfer that occurs below and between the metallic panels has been an area of concern for this metallic TPS. Therefore, a water-cooled heat flux calorimeter was located 4 inches below the surface and centered in the interface between two adjacent panels. Data from this instrument are presented in Figure x . During the radiant pre-heat phase, the calorimeter is measuring the radiation emitted from the hot Inconel honeycomb panel edges and extensions and the sidesoflnconel insulation pans. These data assist in correlating radiation heat transfer models for prediction of the heat transfer to internal hardware located below the TPS assembly.
When the model is inserted into the flow, a small increase in the calorimeter measurement is observed. These data shall be used to correlate the interface leakage convective heat transfer models. 
Conclusions

